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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Karaoke performance equipment characterized by having following requirements for

configuration (1) - (4).

(1) The database with which the karaoke data of the digital format which contains karaoke

accompaniment music generated data, words depiction data, etc. about many musical pieces

were recorded, A voice video output means to display the user interface which receives a user's

song selection input etc., and the image which added words to the proper background image

while picking out said karaoke data of the specified musical piece from said database and
generating the accompaniment sound, It has the means of communications for performing data

communication between the pocket devices with communication facility of the exterior which

has the function to sound a melody from a loudspeaker based on the music generated data of a

predetermined performance control format.

(2) The specific PERT in said each karaoke accompaniment music generated data is specified for

singing melodies.

(3) If an audition demand of said PERT for singing melodies of the musical piece through said

user interface is received, it will communicate that said means of communications is also with

said pocket device, the performance control format will be recognized, and the voice output of

the PERT for singing melodies of the relevance taken out from said database will be performed

and carried out according to the performance control format.

(4) If it receives that said user interface is also about the data acquisition demand about said

performed singing melody, that PERT for singing melodies will be changed into the data format

format recognized from said pocket device, and transmitting processing to this pocket device will

be performed.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the karaoke performance equipment which
diverts karaoke data and can supply the music generated data for singing melodies to a pocket
device with communication facility.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The music data constellation with which karaoke performance
equipment was equipped is prepared covering the huge class in order to sound the melody of a

variegated music genre as accompaniment music.

[0003] If it is in various pocket devices, such as an electronic notebook, a wrist watch, etc. with

which the cellular phone with which a ringer tone begins to sound, PHS and a pager, or an alarm

sound sounds on the other hand, more classes of melody sound which begins to sound as

possible are prepared, and can be chosen freely. However, the kind of number is found, and each
will still get tired of hearing it, while beginning to use and carrying out for a while.

[0004] It is made in order that this invention may solve such a technical problem, and the object

is in supplying a variegated singing melody according to the specification of various pocket
devices, without forming separately the music generation database for supplying a singing melody
in dedication.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain said object, the karaoke performance

equipment of this invention is equipped with following requirements for configuration (1) - (4).

(1) The database with which the karaoke data of the digital format which contains karaoke

accompaniment music generated data, words depiction data, etc. about many musical pieces

were recorded, A voice video output means to display the user interface which receives a user's

song selection input etc., and the image which added words to the proper background image
while picking out said karaoke data of the specified musical piece from said database and
generating the accompaniment sound, It has the means of communications for performing data

communication between the pocket devices with communication facility of the exterior which
has the function to sound a melody from a loudspeaker based on the music generated data of a

predetermined performance control format.

(2) The specific PERT in said each karaoke accompaniment music generated data is specified for

singing melodies.

(3) If an audition demand of said PERT for singing melodies of the musical piece through said

user interface is received, it will communicate that said means of communications is also with

said pocket device, the performance control format will be recognized, and the voice output of

the PERT for singing melodies of the relevance taken out from said database will be performed

and carried out according to the performance control format.

(4) If it receives that said user interface is also about the data acquisition demand about said

performed singing melody, that PERT for singing melodies will be changed into the data format
format recognized from said pocket device, and transmitting processing to this pocket device will

be performed.



[0006]

[Embodiment of the Invention] = The configuration of === karaoke performance equipment = the

karaoke performance equipment concerning === this invention is equipped with communication
facility, and can perform the proper pocket device 100 and data communication. As this pocket

device 100, it is a cellular phone, PHS and a pager, an electronic notebook, a wrist watch, etc.,

and a ringer tone and an alarm sound can be outputted to a loudspeaker by a built-in synthesizer

etc. as a singing melody.

[0007] The block circuit diagram of karaoke performance equipment is shown in drawing 1 . The
karaoke performance equipment shown in this drawing is an example to the last. The CC section

1 1 is a computer which contains CPU, ROM, and RAM inside, generalizes circumference each
configuration section and is controlling karaoke performance equipment 10. The karaoke data

which encoded accompaniment music, a words image, etc. of a karaoke musical piece are stored

in the hard disk drive unit 12.

[0008] The CC section 1 1 will read the karaoke data of the requested musical piece from a hard

disk drive unit 1 2, if the song selection input from the remote control transmitter 30 or a control

panel 13 is received through the actuation control section 15. It unites and the video CD changer
22 is controlled to reproduce the video CD on which the proper background image was recorded.

The sequential transfer of the accompaniment music generated data, such as MIDI data

contained in karaoke data, is carried out to a synthesizer 1 8, and accompaniment music is played

here. The played accompaniment music is compounded with the song signal from a microphone
21 with mixing amplifier 19, and is outputted from a loudspeaker 20. On the other hand, words
image data is transmitted to the interior at the display and control section 1 6 containing a Video
RAM. Synchronizing the character string of words with progress of accompaniment music, a

display and control section 16 is superimposed on the background image outputted from the

video CD changer 22, and is outputted to a display 1 7 while it develops the bit map data of a

words image to a Video RAM.

[0009] Moreover, the data transfer interface 23 for carrying out data communication to a pocket
device is connected to the CC section 1 1 . That by which this interface 23 followed proper

radiocommunication specification, such as IrDA, is adopted.

[0010] = The audition of a === singing melody, and the function of data transmission = divert the

karaoke data of ===« <singing melody PERT > specified in MIDI data» karaoke performance
equipment 10, and supply the music generated data for singing melodies to the pocket device

100 with communication facility. As the data, as shown in drawing 2 , it is a specific part in the

MIDI data (performance data) of each musical piece. That is, one or more performance sections

(melodies 1-3) are specified as a singing melody candidate on the playback time-axis (the

direction of an arrow head in drawing), this performance section can be set to each musical

piece — it sings, and it is the start, rust, and a characteristic melodic part, and is the section

suitable as a singing melody. Moreover, in each performance section, two or more musical

instrument PERT who constitutes the harmony other than the main melodic PERT is specified.

The data which specify such the performance section and musical piece PERT attach to the

MIDI data of each musical piece as an auxiliary data. According to assignment of this auxiliary

data, the partial MIDI data (PERT for singing melodies) corresponding to a singing melody are

taken out, and the pocket device 100 is supplied. The memory capacity of this auxiliary data is

compared with the whole MIDI data of each musical piece, and is very very small.

[0011] The MIDI data which generate this singing melody are explained concretely. For example,

as shown in the graph of the drawing 2 bottom, in a certain musical piece, three kinds of

melodies 1-3 are specified, and the initiation [ of each melody ] and termination event (time of

day t1
,
t3, and t5) (time of day t2, t4, and t6) is specified in the playback time-axis. Thus, the

synthesizer of the pocket device 100 which receives the specified MIDI data consists of ICs of

one comparatively simple chip in many cases, and cannot produce a singing melody like the high-

class synthesizer 18 of karaoke performance equipment corresponding to all various MIDI

channels. For this reason, if it is in the melodies 1-3 in each performance section, all the MIDI

channels specified as accompaniment music generated data from the first are not specified as

generation of a singing melody. As shown in the graph of the drawing 2 bottom, the number of



the MIDI channel of the shoes to restrict is specified by each melodies 1-3.

[0012] Moreover, even if it specifies a MIDI channel restrictively in this way, depending on a

supply partner's pocket device 100, it may be unable to correspond to all the MIDI channels for a

specification part. In such a case, it has and priority is assigned to the MIDI channel, and the high

MIDI channel number of priority is extracted according to the sound-source specification of the

pocket device 100, and it is made to supply. In addition, after reducing to the data which can be

pronounced simultaneous according to the sound-source specification of a phase hand's pocket
device also about the MIDI data of the melody part which carries out simultaneous pronunciation

by the same MIDI channel, and forms the chord, it supplies.

[0013] If the actuation input which tries listening a singing melody through the remote control

transmitter 30 or a control panel 1 3 is received as shown in the flow chart of « <of operation »
of audition [ of a singing melody ], and supply> drawing 3 , it will wait for the actuation input

which specifies a musical piece (S10 ->S20). At this time, the screen to which the actuation

input of musical piece assignment is urged is displayed on a display 1 7, and it waits for it.

Assignment of a musical piece starts communication actuation with the pocket device 1 00. When
communication is not materialized, the screen which urges the pocket device 100 to setting out

at the melody receive mode is displayed on a display 1 7 (S30 ->S40). Formation of

communication acquires the sound-source specification for generating the sound signal of a

singing melody in the pocket device 100 (S50). And the sequential performance of each singing

melody of the musical piece specified by S20 according to the acquired sound-source
specification is carried out (S60).

[0014] Termination of a series of performance actuation waits for the actuation input which

chooses the melody which displays the menu screen of melody selection decision and
incorporates it to the pocket device 100 among the performed singing melodies of plurality (there

is also a case) (S70). An example of the menu screen is shown in drawing 4 . At this time, the

selection input which asks a singing melody again is also received, and if there is this, it will

perform again. If there is a decision input of the singing melody which should be supplied to the

pocket device 1 00, the format of an available data format will be recognized from the pocket
device 100 under communication here (S70 ->S80). And the MIDI data of the singing melody of

relevance according to the sound-source specification of the pocket device 100 are changed
into the data format format, and it transmits to the pocket device 100 (S90). The pocket device

100 receives the transmitted MIDI data, stores them in the built-in storage section, and is used
as a singing melody.

[0015]

[Effect of the Invention] Karaoke performance equipment is utilizable as a data source of the

singing melody of a pocket device with communication facility. A vast quantity of karaoke data

stored in karaoke performance equipment are diverted, and the music generated data for singing

melodies can be supplied to a pocket device with communication facility. For this reason, a

favorite melody can be chosen as arbitration out of a huge musical piece. And it is not necessary
to form the music generation database for singing melodies in dedication separately.

[001 6] Moreover, it precedes supplying the music generated data for singing melodies, and since

the performance doubled with the performance control format of a pocket device is performed,

the audition check of the actual singing condition of the melody in this pocket device can be

carried out beforehand. Furthermore, since it supplies after acquiring the data format format of a

phase hand's pocket device by communication link in case the music generated data for singing

melodies is supplied, supply corresponding to the pocket device of various specifications can be

performed at any time. And since it supplies after changing into the data format format of a

phase hand's pocket device, it is not necessary to pay processing of format conversion in a

pocket device side.

[Translation done.]
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